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* Epandda – Like all good acronyms, we started with a large iconic mammal that lends itself well to logos and stickers, built the project name around it.Actually filling a need that everyone involved has been trying to accomplish for years.I’ll give you the background and turn it over to Seth Kauffman, Whirlidgig and epandda lead programmer, for the informatics side.
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Etymology:

Participants:
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*Collaborative project  - awards to five institutions, more institutions involvedEpandda PIs, informaticists, and our working group - data use workshop we held at GSA in BoulderMultiple PIs – Joc, Gil, and Mark are here - definitely others from this picture



Mid-Carboniferous diversity “event”

Rygel et al., 2008

Carboniferous paleogeography - © Ron Blakey 
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*A few years back, Yale Peabody postdoc Richard Krause and I wanted to examine a diversity event that occurs across the Mid Carboniferous boundary at time when Earth was nearly assembled into Pangea Around this time a climate event called the “Late Paleozoic Ice Age” took place. Here is a compilation of published sea level change magnitudes, based on six different proxiesSea level changes become higher amplitude around 300 million years ago (Mid Carb – Miss/Penn), associated with the initiation of Gondwanan glaciation.



Mid-Carboniferous diversity “event”

Rygel et al., 2008

Carboniferous paleogeography - © Ron Blakey 
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*Also across the Mid-Carboniferous boundary, a diversity event has been described as:



Greenhouse and icehouse deposition

synthetic ramp profile (400 ka)
greenhouse

synthetic ramp profile (400 ka)
icehouse
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*Fred -model - accumulation of rock types, and the associated stratigraphic features, such as tidal cap flats, disconformities,  and development of parasequences and cyclicity, under varying sea levels Ice, SL profile, ramp lookGreenhouse climates no polar ice (POINT OUT GRAPH)  as sea level is <10m: thick bedded carbs. and meter scale sequences (400 kilo annum)Icehouse: adv/ret. polar ice,  high amplitude (50-100 m) sl changes – steeper ramp profile, mixed carb-slc., and unconformity bound seq.Results in scattered and stratigraphically shingled ecosystems and compartmentalized ecosystems - see deep water facies sandwiched between shallow water facies/lithologiesWe were looking specifically at brachs (and brach communities). Brachs are freelying or sessile epifaunal organisms that are substrate dependent.SOSynthetic ramp profiles400, 100, 41, and 19 ka sea-level changes of 1, 2, 2, and 5 m, respectivelySea-level and sedimentation rate curves shown in insetsModel shows layer-cake stacking of parasequesnces, which have regional tidal-flat caps (white) and very shallow subtidal facies (play gray) – disconformities (not shown) would occur within or at the top of the tidal flat facies (white) capping cycles. The dark colored deeper subtidal tongue extending in from the ramp margin marks the maximum flooding surface, and would be thicker, more widespread and non-cyclic if the longer-term sea-level change was large. The cyclic sections downdip capture about 80% of the sea-level fluctuations, but updip there are more missing beats.



Research Question
What effect do compartmentalization and shingled ecosystems have on 
brachiopod diversity through the Carboniferous greenhouse to ice transition?

Dataset
• Carboniferous of North America
• Dataset: 12108 genus occurrences; 7954 collections; 265 genera

Paleobiology Database: 
9151 genus occurrences
6749 collections, 332 genera
environmental interpretations and lithology

Object data from museum collections (Yale Peabody Museum): 
20270 object records, reduced to 2957 genus occurrences
1205 collections, 142 genera

Conclusions…
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Rich and I asked the question:Over the course of about 6 months we tinkered with datasets – normalize all YPM object level data to pdbd-type occurrence or “collection” data (Occurrence records in YPM, collection records in PBDB) -  MATCH museum specimens to PBDB,Manually align taxonomiesI used YPM collections data –now would use idigbioConclusions: presented at IBC, didn’t publishSample-level diversity declines across the greenhouse – icehouse transition. Diversity in carbonates drops at the mid-Carboniferous boundary and then rebounds to original levels by the end of the Carboniferous. Diversity in siliciclastic environments remains stable or increases slightly.Genera classified as generalists are in fewer collections during the transition interval, while genera with a carbonate affinity increase their collection membership at this time.The transition interval is characterized by an increase in dominance.Highly compartmentalized environments due to high amplitude and frequency (icehouse) sea level changes may have favored more specialized genera for a brief time.



Literature-based
Occurrence Data (specimen module in development)

Analytic and Mapping tools for researchers
Education resources in development
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A bit about the databases involved with epandda:PBDB - Occurrence or “collection” dataSpecimen module due out by fall



Specimen-based with images

Neontological and Paleontological Data

Continuous development of community research tools
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Neo: Many paleo studies include neontological data



Specimen-based, with images and embedded 3D viewer (soon)

Paleontological data tools for researchers and coll managers

Turn your data into a dynamic resource for educators 
and the public
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outreachImagesWhen we submitted the grant, idigbio hadn’t fully implemented the paleo functionality, idigpaleo was going to preaggregate data for idigbio



C4P RCN
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This is one example of a data use case, but each PI has their own, as do our “user group” aka panda squad.About this time, several PIs participated in the EarthCube RCN – C4P – collaboration and cyberinfrastructure for paleogeosciencesNo new databases, new ways for data to interact – common theme was integrating PBDB with specimen data and creating tools to align taxonomy and stratigraphy, also hopes to incorporated geochemical data, etc. 



PBDB API

iDigPaleo API

Research User 
Custom 

Interface

Fossil Club Web 
Portal

Fossil Club API

iDigBio API
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reseachers and developers from idigBio, iDigPaleo and the Paleobiology Database are working on the ePANDDA API which will bring together paleo data, neontological data, literature data, AND literatureWill not create a new database/portal, but instead will allow each respective database to query the others and return synthetic data to the user.What epandda does is “invisible” - ePANDDA lurks/works in the shadows….hypothetical  (transparent arrows) with ‘fossil club’ and “research user’  - you can build applications and tools, for example annotation architecture, that access epandda api and there are certainly uses beyond geology/paleobiology – conducive to collaboration and spinoffs.ePANDDA API – will compare taxonomy against external authorities to automatically align taxonomy, stratigraphy, locality and bibliographic data against external authorities and providers’ data to seamlesslessy map, translate, and distribute data 



ePandda overview

• How do we bridge disparate datasets – occurrences 
specimens?

• Connections are subjective
• Real-time matching proves impractical
• An API on top of pre-built indices

• ePandda caches a subset of iDigBio, iDigPaleo and PaleobioDB
data

• Various methods are used to create searchable indices 
connecting data sets

• Indices are exposed to users as API endpoints
• API responses include URL references to matches in source 

data sets
• Responses may directly incorporate selected data elements
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Core idea: unifying occurrence-centered datasets such as PBDB with specimen data in collections database and aggregators like iDigPaleoThe initial idea was to store no data all all; ePandda would simply be a layer over a number of source APIs.It proved impractical to do the required matching with the existing APIs, due to functional limitations and performance constraints. (Analyzing a large dataset through and record-oriented API is kind of like driving a car looking through a straw)Current approach: we take the full data sets and distill them down to relatively compact data sets suitable for analysis. Various approaches are used to generate “indices” that connect data in different ways. These indices are exposed to end-users as API endpoints that may be queriedAPI responses include URLs to the matched data at the source (iDigBio, Paleobio, etc.) as well as, optionally, a limited set of fields from the source. The incorporated field data is provided as a convenience, with the hope that we can save some back-and-forth for API consumers
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A fragment of an API response. We’re returning all available fields here. The lines toward the top are part of an iDigBio match; not the “url” field which is an iDigBio URL. The bottom half of this slide is part of a Paleobio match.



Indices

• Clustering
• Associate specimens and occurrences together along a 

normalized axis 
(Eg. taxonomy, stratigraphy, locality)

• Provides normalized entry point to data from multiple 
sources

• Provides convenient ”one-stop” source for data
• Multiple indices may be combined to create complex queries

• Crosswalk
• Bi-directional mapping between occurrences and specimens
• Enable queries supporting many analytical use cases

• Queries on one data set can produce results in other 
Ex. Find specimens for a taxon in a particular environment
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Broadly speaking, two types of indices are currently being constructed:1. Clustering indices associate both specimens and occurrences with normalized terms. For example, we might take every occurrence in PaleoBio, run the locality name through Geonames (an online geographic authority) and then associate the occurrence with the resolved locality names. We then do the same for iDigBio and iDigPaleo and any other datasets we’re working with. Benefits: (1) Provide a normalized entry into multiple data sets. (2) Provide “one stop shopping” for data against many different types of data (taxonomy, stratigraphy, etc)2. ”Crosswalk” indices represent a bi-directional bridge between occurrence and specimens. Linkages may be created in a number of not mutually exclusive (and somewhat subjective) ways.  For example, we may look at normalized locality, taxonomic and strat data for each and draw conclusions based upon similarity. Or we migth employ fuzzy matching algorithms on text names and geolocation values, etc etc,Benefits: allow users to query one data set and then generate relevant results in another. For example, one could search iDigBio for brachiopod specimens from the Carboniferous in North America, use those results to generate a set of occurrences from Paleobio, and then extract lithology and/or environment data from those occurrences to further understanding of how changes affected distribution.



NSF ICER # 1540902

PBDB API

iDigPaleo API

Research User 
Custom 

Interface

Fossil Club Web 
Portal

Fossil Club API

iDigBio API
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a little over a year into this project, on track to achieve this connectivity,





Applications

• API returns data in JSON structure
• Returned fields are configurable
• Exploring addition of other configurable options:

• Summaries of returned values
• Annotations

• “Widget” development
• Simple Javascript applications the performing useful 

tasks
• Intended to serve as demonstrations of the API and 

sample code for developers
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Show API response; explain configuration optionsDiscuss work toward addition or “extractors” – summarizers for matches source dataDiscuss work towards annotationsDiscuss widget development + various widgets (see next slide)



Widgets

• “Fossils in Your Backyard” – map of nearby occurrences 
and specimens

• “PubWatcher” – send alert when specimens have been 
added to iDigBio that are reference in any of the user’s 
selected publications; or when publication data is 
entered that references any of the user’s selected 
specimens

• “MediaBrowser” – fetch media for a given taxon from 
all sources

• Alert user to possible taxonomic typos for selected 
specimens and occurrences through comparison with 
full data sets
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Give you a sense of how you could bring it to the front end,Search for Composita – Carb brach in idigbio



See records of Composita in the 
Paleobiology Database 
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Flags PBDB records available!



Records of Composita in the Paleobiology Database 
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Presentation Notes
Give you a sense of how you could bring it to the front end,Search for Composita – Carb brach in idigbio



Records of Composita in the Paleobiology Database 





See records of Composita in the 
Paleobiology Database Powered by ePANDDA in the background
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ePANDDA, as Norris would say  - LURKING in the background and WORKING in the background



Demonstrations - community feedback
SPNHC Demo Camp (Denver – June 2017)
Geological Society of America Annual (Oct 2017)

Coordination/Integration with EarthCube and other 
initiatives

Hackathon – September 18 & 19, 2017

Keep watching epandda.org and github

Upcoming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
End users will include those already utilizing the three component databases, as well as those from outside of these communities. The group will be composed of researchers at all career stages, museum professionals from government and non-profit institutions, science educators and those who operate their own database projects.ePANDDA project staff will host a hackathon at Drexel to elicit the assistance of biodiversity and paleo-biodiversity informatics programmers, development staff, and IT professionals in the refinement and utilization of ePANDDA.  



ePANDDA is supported through NSF ICER 1540984 1540700, 1540902, 
1541028, & 1540929: EarthCube IA. Collaborative Proposal: ePANDDA: 
Enhancing Paleontological and Neontological Data Discovery API

ePANDDA PIs: Jocelyn Sessa (Lead), Susan Butts, Lawrence Gall, Talia Karim, 
Neil Landman, Gil Nelson, Chris Norris, Lisa Park-Boush, (Dena Smith-former 
lead, now at NSF), Mark Uhen

ePANDDA Tech: Noel Heim, Shelly James, Julian Jenkins, Seth Kaufman, Jon 
Lauters, Michael McClennen, Danielle Serratos, Valerie Syverson, Alex 
Thompson

Thank you
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